are considering deploying PACS technology in your hospital or practice, this meeting is the best way to learn what you need to know. (Please refer to the announcement at the front of this issue to obtain a program listing the many excellent tutorials, and registration information). Last year's meeting in Denver was a resounding success, and this year we will continue the focus on clinical applications, cost-effectiveness, and user experience.
The origins of this conference date back to 1966, when the American College of Radiology first sponsored a bi-annual conference on Computer Applications in Radiology. For some reason (maybe by some premonition that one day I would have to w¡ "something meaningfut" about this significant event for our Journal and Society), I have kept on my office shelf the Proceedings of the Seventh Conference, held in Boston in 1982, 15 years ago. The conference coordinator was none other than our distinguished editor of this journal, Roger Bauman.
I have spent a few hours reviewing this old compendium with pleasure, interest and some degree of amusement. Most of the contributors are still with us, actively pursing similar goals with great energy, while a few have passed on. There is a wonderful piece by Arenson, Giltin, London and Shannon about "The Formation of a Radiology Computer Consortium," which documents the founding of the Radiology Information System Consortium (RISC), which as you know merged with and assumed the name of SCAR last fall. Formation of RISC was motivated by a consensus that no commercially available radiology information system (RIS) met the requirements that RISC members needed for their institutions. Therefore, specification anda development of a complete RIS became the first project of this new organization. The authors make the significant point that "perhaps the most amazing discovery was that this diverse group of representatives from major institutions could so completely agree on a set of requirements fora management system."
They also elaborated regarding future projects for RISC that the following ideas were under consideration: "picture archiving and communication systems, voice input recording ..... digital image receptors, and computer assisted instruction." Another article on RISC-supported RIS development noted that "early, RISC members reached the consensus that the market had not yet fully addressed Radiology's needs and that a major new development effort was warranted." As you know, this effort resulted in DECrad, a very robust and successful RIS, expanded and improved and in use in many departments today as IDXrad. Other articles evaluate the promise of teleradiology, the availability of high-density digital opitcal disks and a pronotype fiber optic network with image storage and display systems.
In fifteen years, we have come a long way towards the goal of the filmless department, yet the consensus today is still that no currently available commercial PACS fully, satisfies the ideal or desirable specifications, similar to the early consensus on RIS. Unfortunately, we have been unable to unite in a common resolve for PACS as we did for RIS, with the notable exception of the DICOM standard, developed by the ACR and NEMA through the efforts of many of our members. The network and computer industry has supplied the necessary components, and the film vendors have supplied detectors for conventional radiology, but many software challenges remain, as Stephen Horii has pointed out so clearly.
Join me in congratulating these many pioneers of the digital department for their clairvoyance. Largely though the efforts of members of SCAR, we truly stand at the threshold of economically viable, efficient, and useful PAC systems.
